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How AM Evolved and Transforming?
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How is the AM Practicing?

• Physical Assets
• Linear and non-linear (vertical)

• Surface/sub-surface or 
above ground/buried

• Stationary and movable

• Asset Types (Financial)
• Tax supported 

• Self-financing (user fees)

• Quasi-commercial (blended) 

AM Policy and Plan

AM Implementation

Benefits 
• Extend service life
• Reduce cost and risk

• AM Initiative

• O. Reg. 588/17

• FCM

• ISO 55000

• July 1, 2019 – AM policy
• July 1, 2022 – AM Plan for core assets
• July 1, 2024 – AM Plan for all assets
• July 1, 2024 – AM Plan to include LOS 



• AM line-of-sight facets
• Consistency

• Appropriateness

• Commitment

• Framework
• Life cycle based

• Service level based

• Risk based

• Communication

• Continuous improvements[ISO 55000 - 2014]

• Leaderships
• Collaborator

• Energizer

• Provider

• Forecaster

• Producer

• Appreciator

• Harmonizer

• Innovator

AM Organizational Silos and Leaderships



Why is the current AM practice 
not the best?



Because …

• Current AM takes an age-based, ‘top-down’ approach.
• Canadian Infrastructure Report Card: asset condition rating largely based on 

% useful life

• PSAB 3150 asset valuation based on a linear or nonlinear depreciation model 
that is mainly related to service age and design life

• The calculation of infrastructure deficit also based on the replacement cost 
from the PSAB 3150 report

• No or little connection between the top and the bottom: project prioritization
mainly on a ‘fire-fighting’ basis

• No systematic data collection plan beyond asset inventory



As a result,

• The AM team may lose the trust and support from engineering 
departments.

• Instead of breaking the organizational silos and encouraging 
communications across different functional departments, the AM 
may create a new silo.

• The current AM plan does not delivery the expected efficiency.

• The whole purposes of AM – sustainability, transparency, resilience –
would be defeated.



The age-based approach won’t work because

• Although every infrastructure asset has a ‘design life’, its actual 
service life is not a constant.
• Replacing at the end of service life is not necessary an optimal AM policy.

• Replacement or reconstruction is not the only technical measure of 
infrastructure renewal.
• For most infrastructure asset classes, there is almost a continuous spectrum 

of maintenance, rehabilitation and reconstruction (MRR) activities. 
• Infrastructure assets are complex systems involving many components, 

structures, and subsystems. Overall they should be treated as ‘repairable’ 
systems.



How can we improve it?
Engineering Aspects



A Simplified Analytical Framework (1)
• The single-asset problem: When is the best time to do the best thing?
• Inputs: 

• Current asset performance
• Deterioration model 
• Possible MRR technologies
• Maintenance effectiveness
• Maintenance costs
• Discount rate

• Method: lifecycle costing
• Outputs:

• Decision rules/trees
• Best MRR timing

Planning Horizon 𝑇

Performance Deterioration

Time

Rehab Th.

Recon Th.

𝐶1 𝐶2 𝐶𝑖 𝐶𝑁

? ? ?

Cash flow



• The inventory (asset prioritization) problem: Each year, which assets are to 
be ‘treated’? and how?

• Inputs: 
• Current asset performance
• Deterioration model 
• Possible MRR technologies
• Maintenance effectiveness
• Maintenance costs
• Discount rate
• Annual budget

• Method: combinatorial optimization

• Outputs:
• Annual project lists
• Predicted Level of Service (LOS)

A Simplified Analytical Framework (2)

Planning Horizon 𝑇 Time

Cash flow

Performance Deterioration

Annual 
Budget



The LOS-LOI Pareto Efficiency Frontier

Any investment in this region 
is deemed inefficient

The Ultimate Question in AM Planning

• Does my plan deliver the best value for money in the long run?
• At a given level of investment (LOI, or investment profile), how does the Level 

of Service (LOS) evolve with time?  

• What is the relationship between LOS and LOI? 

The Trend of LOS along time at different budget levelsFail

Excellent



What can Municipal Engineers Contribute?

• Almost all aspects of the AM 

• Innovative materials, design, construction, operation, maintenance 
and rehabilitation

• Condition assessment and performance evaluation

• Deterioration modelling

• Development and benchmarking of Levels of Service (LOS)

• Effectiveness of MRR technologies

• MRR unit cost model

• System analysis and optimization



How does Engineering Research Help?

• York Region, water and wastewater deterioration modelling: general principles 
and guidelines

• Peel Region, sewers deterioration modelling: natural deterioration and flushing 
effectiveness

• City of Calgary, pavements, sidewalks, park pathways: performance measures, 
deterioration modelling and budgeting

• Ontario Good Roads Association: measures for Levels of Service

• Infrastructure Solutions Inc.: risk-informed decision making
• Town of Georgina: asset prioritization for sewer flushing programs

• Infrastructure Canada: Online platform for data sharing and collaborative 
deterioration modelling

• FCM-CSCE: InfraGuide v2.0 (inventory, performance assessment, lifecycle 
strategies)



Case Study
Park Pathway Deterioration Modelling, City of Calgary

• The City has a relative complete pathway inventory.

• Annual pathway inspections have been undertaken since 2012.

• Pathway condition is categorized in five scales from Excellent (1) to 
Very Poor (5).

• The condition data were used to determine annual capital budget for 
capital projects; no repair is considered.
• ‘Fire-fighting’ budgeting

• Facing budget cut by the council due to ‘relatively good condition’



Case Study
Park Pathway Deterioration Modelling
City of Calgary

• What did we do to help?
• Developed a Markov chain deterioration model based on historical data
• Asset attributes were considered in the deterioration model
• Provided an analysis tool to show the effectiveness of investment

Fail

Excellent



How can we improve it?
Organizational and Leadership Aspects



Organizational and Leadership Aspects

• Develop long- and short-term AMP
• Reduce backlog
• Funding as an investment

• Maintain state-of-good repair

• Optimization – LCC, LOS, risk, climate 
adaptation/resilience, pandemic etc.

• Advanced tools and techniques
• GIS, GPS, NDT, trenchless, accelerated 

and rapid construction etc.
• Smart, robust and intelligent systems

• Knowledge transfer
• User’s vs. Owner’s perspectives
• Awareness, responsibilities, education, 

sharing and caring

• Leadership will ensure
• Output focus – Value

• Capabilities – Needs and objectives

• Level of assurance – Outcome

• Organization – Leadership and culture

• AM leadership responsibilities



Conclusions



Conclusions
• AM has received a lot of attentions; however, the current age-based 

AM planning and reactive response practice does not deliver the 
efficacy it promises.

• To really deliver sustainable value for money, AM requires municipal 
engineers to take more active roles and leadership.

• Municipal Engineers can help and guide Asset Managers to
• Determine the most relevant data to be collected;

• Identify the most effective and efficient materials, designs, systems, 
construction methods, operational methods, and maintenance and 
rehabilitation technologies; and 

• Ultimately, tighten the loose end of the current AM practice.


